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Gives a two column issue of Scansion; "Baldwin, write Scansion 35." They say. And what does that prove. I write Scansion. Or try to. My aim is to pep Scansion up. Make it alive. Jump out of your hand. Not This has nothing to do with Scientology. Away to do this! is by the use of interlineations, a practise common in overseas publications. However, I realise that the venerable old gentlemen who constitute fandom will raise their hands in horror and cry "Juvenile idiocy, "Adolescent imbecility," etc. Anyway you get this for nix, so here goes....

Noted. Some films of scientific interest recently in this town.

THE NAKED JUNGLE; Lienengien gets ants in his pants. Pity the scriptwriter doesn't.

RETURN OF THE CREATURE; The creature'll eat yer if you don't watch out!

DEVIL GIRL FROM MARS; Due to the fact that I was carried out screaming "Bibblty, bibblty, bibblty," I can not fully recall all the points of this film.

The Hay St. Irregulars continue to meet in a small but sturdy group every Saturday afternoon in the TAI PING cafe from 2pm onwards. Anybody welcome, come along;

Rumoured; a secretive fan

---

Got stuck with the bill at the Carlton.

Re old gentlemen;

F.'Bluey' Click says "Peace will probably come to Sydney fandom when the majority of members reach second childhood."

There has been a particular lull in fandom events in this here burgh and so we may possibly assume that most are in second childhood, though having witnessed the business session of the last convention one may be excused for thinking some never grew out of their first childhood.

I do not intend to give an intellectual dissemination on the causes and degeneration of Sydney fandom, and so will cease this train of thought ch. ch. ch. ch. ch. ch. whoa. halt. stopppppp!

Voney makes comment. But I cannot be bothered writing it down. Brian Finch makes comment, "Phooey," or similar words or sounds to this effect.

Received. Convention Report, from Arthur Haddon. Good job. Shame Arthur has not been seen since.

GRATIS, (and what's more free)